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Croner-i International Tax
Whether it’s tax planning opportunities, changes to compliance rules or HMRC practice, an important tax case or new antiavoidance legislation, it’s never been easier to keep up with the constant changes in international tax. Croner-i international
tax packages contain accurate, regularly updated tax content that enables you to stay on top of legislative changes and everchanging case law. Whatever your individual requirements or business size there is a Croner-i tax package that will meet all your
UK and international tax information needs.
Every day, thousands of UK and international tax professionals
use our information service to enhance their understanding
and use of available information. Our deep domain experience
covers all aspects of UK and international tax so you can be
sure that we’ve considered every angle.
Our Croner-i Tax & Accounting online reference service
combines accurate, up to the minute information with expert
analysis and incisive commentary, all written with as much
attention to clarity as accuracy. After all, you can read the
original regulations for yourself – our job is to help you apply
them correctly.
Our international tax packages include detailed commentary
and guidance in addition access to treaties, BEPS, Transfer
Pricing and other libraries.

All your content is delivered through the industry leading
Croner-i Tax & Accounting platform. This cutting-edge platform
is designed so the end users spend less time searching for
content and more time interacting with it and using it for
research and reporting.

KEY FEATURES

Search tools to filter results and quick links
set-up by our experts
Seamless navigation with left-side content
navigation panel and large screen right-side
content page
Interactive tools such as highlighting and
annotating with colours
Folder functionality with sharing tools to
minimise duplication of work
Account tools to track progress and personal
work areas including preferences
Our unique CPD tracking functionality – the
ability to earn CPD points for using the
platform.
Global Daily/Weekly Tax News &
customisable newsletter

Breakdown of our international tax packages and what content is included in each:
COMPONENTS

INTERNATIONAL
TAX ESSENTIALS

COMMENTARY

Worldwide Business Tax Guide
International Tax Planning - Expatriates & Migrants
BEPS Resource Library
Global VAT Library
European VAT Library - Standard

TOOLS

Worldwide Tax Treaties

NEWS

Worldwide Tax Rates & Answers: Corporations

SOURCE MATERIALS

Global Transfer Pricing Library

Global Daily Tax News
Global Tax Weekly
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